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TRANSFORM 
YOUR PARISH
with FORMED and Marian Consecration

Marian Consecration will enkindle the hearts of 

your parishioners and set them on fire for the 

faith. Combine the digital consecration materials 

on FORMED with physical copies of 33 Days to 

Morning Glory Evangelization Edition to have the 

greatest impact on your parish!

“The use of FORMED in small groups has transformed our 

parish community. We are using it to journey through the 

retreat experience of the Hearts Afire Parish-based Program 

where we gather weekly in many homes and at the parish to 

watch the videos on FORMED. So many people’s lives are 

changing—it truly has been an extraordinary gift during this 

extraordinary Year of Mercy!”

Marybeth, St. Petersburg, FL

Name _______________________________________

Phone ______________________________________

Email _______________________________________

To learn more, contact your Parish Consultant:

QTY 

1–4 

5–9 

10–24 

25–99 

100–249 

250–499 

500+

PRICE 

$5.00 

$4.00 

$3.75 

$3.45 

$3.20 

$2.90 

$2.30

PARISH 
PRICING



STEP 1

Pick a consecration date and choose the date, time, and place for the six-week groups 

to meet. Because the video component is available on FORMED 24/7, groups can meet 

in various homes or at the parish (set times for multiple groups). Make an announcement 

after all the weekend Masses, and invite people to sign up.

STEP 2

Order copies of 33 Days to Morning Glory Evangelization Edition* in English or Spanish 

for every person in the parish who like to consecrate. Stock your kiosk with the books, 

and consider a book giveaway after Masses.

The Retreat Companion (workbook) is free on FORMED. For those who would like a 

physical copy of the Retreat Companion, they can be ordered for $18.96** each (5% 

off retail for parishes ordering through a Parish Consultant). Retreat Companions are 

important to journal thoughts and use for the group discussion.

The videos are free on FORMED. If you would like a physical DVD set, they can be 

ordered for $28.46** (5% off retail for parishes ordering through a Parish Consultant).

STEP 3

Small groups meet weekly to view and discuss Fr. Michael Gaitley’s video lectures on 

FORMED. Small group discussions are key!

3-Step Parish Marian Consecration Plan

Using 33 Days to Morning Glory and FORMED

NOV 29

DEC 31

JAN 9

JAN 1

FEB 2

FEB 11

Mary Mother of God

Presentation of the Lord

Our Lady of Lourdes

START
DATE

CONSECRATION 
DATE

FEAST
DAY

Plus shipping and handling.

The Evangelization Edition (EE) is abridged. It includes everything needed for consecration. It does not include 
a second appendix, which describes devotions and prayers such as the Rosary, scapular, etc.
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